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Abstract—Rate control (RC) schemes allow audio and video 

encoders to produce bitstreams according to specific overall bit-

rate constraints.  However, when no rate capping is enforced, the 

instantaneous bitrate may vary strongly and may exceed the tar-

get rate by an order of magnitude, potentially causing playback 

stutter especially in video streaming scenarios.  This paper intro-

duces a rate capping extension for the two RC modes in VVenC, 

an open Versatile Video Coding (VVC) compliant encoder imp-

lementation.  After a revisit of VVenC’s two-pass RC approach, 

the algorithmic details of the rate capping model are described. 

The paper concludes with an objective evaluation of the perfor-

mance of the RC extension in a random-access configuration. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In virtually all audio and video coding scenarios, more or 

less strict constraints are imposed by the encoder operator in 

terms of (a) average, or target, bitrate Rtrgt across a (relatively 

long) interval of the media content such as a film or a podcast 

episode, and (b) maximum instantaneous bitrate Rmax, usually 

determined across a (relatively short) interval such as one or 

two seconds around the frame  f  being encoded.  In traditional 

broadcasting applications, these long-term and short-term bit-

rate constraints must be enforced rigorously, in order to avoid 

signal dropout or stutter at the receiver side, i. e., degradation 

in quality of service (QoS) on the consumer devices.  Never-

theless, Web based streaming and teleconferencing solutions 

benefit from a relatively narrow value range between Rtrgt and 

Rmax as well, as such a configuration minimizes the likelihood 

of rebuffering and/or resolution reduction during playback. 

The choice for Rtrgt and Rmax, with the latter given relative 

to the former in most cases (e. g., Rmax = 2 · Rtrgt), is, therefore, 

a question of quality of experience (QoE) stability, and empi-

rical studies indicate that the employed values differ strongly 

among applications [1].  For this reason, most audio and video 

encoders support some variant of constrained variable bitrate 

(CVBR) encoding.  For example, exhale, an open Extended 

HE-AAC [2] encoder implementation [3], provides, like other 

recent HE-AAC encoders [4], bitrate presets which guarantee 

created bitstreams to exhibit rates within the respective asso-

ciated range {0.5 · Rtrgt, 1.5 · Rtrgt}, i. e., with Rmax ≈ 1.5 · Rtrgt [5]. 

VVenC, an open VVC [6] encoder implementation [7], is one 

of the few video encoders with, at the time of this writing, a 

bitrate option (Rtrgt, for RC operation) but no maxrate option. 

 

A. Related Work 

Regarding rate capping in video streaming and videocon-

ferencing scenarios, where strict buffer requirements usually 

do not apply, only few academic studies appear to have been 

published.  Dagher et al. [8] present a leaky bucket based RC 

method for constrained scalable Motion JPEG2000 encoding. 

Owing to the inherently Intra-only (no motion compensation) 

encoding paradigm in their experiments, no measures for rate 

allocation or restriction across a group of pictures (GOP) are 

investigated.  In random-access (RA) VVC streams, however, 

GOPs as large as 32 hierarchically arranged—and, thus, inter-

dependent—pictures are utilized, thus rendering a relatively 

simple approach as that of [8] impractical in the VVC context. 

Bao et al. [9] and Kim et al. [10] describe approaches for 

improving the QoE at the client side in DASH applications, via 

online dynamic video bitrate selection or power consumption 

capping algorithms, respectively.  In other words, a low bitrate 

variation already during encoding is not a topic of these DASH 

architecture specific, media codec agnostic studies. One of the 

publications most relevant to the use case at hand is the paper 

by Blestel et al. [11], where a constant quality control (CQC) 

algorithm is proposed. However, that work controls an HEVC 

encoding run by enforcing GOP-wise average and maximum 

distortion conditions, upon which Rtrgt and Rmax then depend. 

Hence, direct limitation to Rmax is not the scope of that study, 

although, arguably, customers are, likely, much more familiar 

with the usage of rate values than of distortion or quantization 

parameter (QP) values when configuring typical video coders. 

Lin et al. [12] present a RC scheme for VVC, particularly 

for 360-degree video, but the description of the applied Intra-

frame rate capping remains vague and indirect: the “proposed 

scheme constrains the frame-level QP of each Intra frame”.  A 

similar, also vaguely described approach is pursued by Menon 

et al. [13], capping each GOP-level QP (denoted constant rate 

factor, CRF) to some cmax during the second pass in a CQC-

like setting. VVenC’s RC, configured directly by a target bit-

rate to facilitate its usage, has been described by Helmrich et 

al. in [14 – 16].  It would be beneficial for users to, in addition, 

be able to customize Rmax when configuring the encoder and to 

enforce Rmax with acceptable accuracy during encoding, simi-

larly to the CQC and capped rate/distortion designs in [11–13]. 

 

B. Contribution 

In this paper, a rate cap extension to VVenC’s rate control, 

making use of an additional maxrate parameter as a means to 

adjust Rmax, is proposed.  Contrary to some of the prior work 

discussed above, the extension uses motion error and rate stati-

stics already calculated by the encoder.  Thus, it requires virtu-

ally no additional computational complexity.  In order to limit 

Rmax to a reasonable value range, an upper bound of Rmax = 3· 

Rtrgt was realized in both the sequence-wise two-pass RC [14] 

as well as the GOP-wise, look-ahead based RC [15] with, as 

will be demonstrated, almost no reduction of the encoding ef-

ficiency.  Users may then specify Rmax freely within the range 

{1.5 · Rtrgt, 3 · Rtrgt}, covering the vast majority of use cases [1]. 



C. Paper Outline 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.  Sec. 

II revisits the R-QP model applied in VVenC’s RC, along with 

rate matching specific algorithmic details of the second (i. e., 

final) encoding pass.  Sec. III then outlines the additional steps 

proposed to realize rate capping functionality in the final RC 

pass and describes how existing frame statistics are leveraged 

for this purpose.  The preparation and outcome of evaluation 

experiments conducted to assess the effect of the proposal on 

VVenC’s coding efficiency (in terms of BD-rate) are outlined 

in Sec. IV, and Sec. V summarizes and concludes the paper. 

II. REVISIT OF VVENC’S RATE CONTROL MODEL 

To produce encodings averaging at a user specified target 

rate Rtrgt, VVenC’s two-pass RC method employs a two-step 

R-QP model [14].  Based on preliminary frame QP, qf, and bit 

consumption, rf, statistics collected in a (fast) rate-distortion 

(RD) optimized first encoding pass governed by fixed overall 

quantization parameter QPbase, the (full featured) second RD 

optimized pass is performed with frame-wise final QP values 
 

    ���� = ���� + �	
�	 ∙ max�0; ������� − ��� � + �� + �
�   (1) 

with 

 ��� = �� − �!"# ∙ $max�1; ��� ∙ log� )*+,,
*+ -, (2) 

where .���
 denotes the frame-wise second-pass target bit count. 

Constants clow ≈ 0.82, chigh = 0.5 were chosen empirically, and 

QPstart depends on the video size and GOP-wise updated noise 

statistics [16, 17].  Details thereon and on the video resolution, 

Intra-frame period, and Rtrgt dependent specification of QPbase 

shall be omitted here for brevity.  The relationships between 

QPbase and qf, as well as between qf and the corresponding La-

grange parameter λf, for RD optimized encoding are adopted 

from VTM, the JVET reference software implementation for 

VVC [18]. Figure 1 depicts the nonlinear behavior of the two-

step R-QP model for different values of chigh, with data points 

emphasized at power-of-two multiples of 1000 bit/s.  It further 

demonstrates how, at moderate second-pass ���� values (center 

of figure), a reduction of said frame QP by approximately 4.5 

doubles the resulting frame bit count, denoted .��/� hereafter. 

 

A. Corrective Adjustments During Second RC Pass 

Note how, in (1), a corrective, temporal level l dependent 

offset –12 ≤ ol ≤
 12 is added before the obligatory rounding to 

integer.  Such a QP correction is required since VVenC’s R-QP 

model is only a relatively simple approximation, resulting in 

second-pass ���� being off by (typically) one or two QP values 

from the ideal choice for some frames.  Each ol is, therefore, 

constantly updated during the second RC pass based on past 

per-f pairs of allocated, .���, and resulting, .��/�, bit count data: 

 �� = max 0−12;  min 412;  5 ∙ log� )∑ *789:7∈<
∑ *7,,    7∈< -=> (3) 

with 

5 = �!"# ∙ ?���@�,  A = set of all past frames f at level l, (4) 

where QPavg is the mean of all ���� in the last Intra period, as in 

[15]. 5·log�( ) approximates the lower limit (at chigh = 0) of the 

 

 
 

Figure 1.  Example of two-step R-QP function (1, 2) used in VVenC’s 

RC.  An arbitrary 1 kbit/s at ���� = 40 was taken.  Varying QPstart moves 

the orange and violet curve horizontally along the blue chigh = 0 curve. 
 

R-QP model; cf. Fig. 1.  In this way, the rate matching accuracy 

of (1, 2) can be improved over time. For best performance, the 

sums in (3) are additionally zeroed out at scene cuts (A = ∅), 

and ol  = 0 is assumed when the denominator sum equals zero. 

The last parameter in (2, 3) not yet introduced, the final-pass 

target bit count .���, depends on the RC encoding mode in use: 

• With GOP-wise, look-ahead based RC, a full GOP (here, 

32 frames) of new picture data is encoded in the first and, 

then, the final pass, with parallel processing in both passes 

in case of multithreading.  Since, consequently, each pass 

does not process the entire video sequence at once (for use 

in on-the-fly applications), all .��� for an Intra-frame period 

I, to be defined as an integer multiple IG = I /G of GOP size 

G herein, are determined based on the first-pass encoding 

results for the new (i. e., look-ahead) and the last IG GOPs: 
 

.��� = Cmax )1; .�� + DEF∙GH8IH�JK − ∑ .L�/�L∈M N ∙ O ∙ *+,P+, -Q    (5) 

with 

 .�� = C.� ∙ GH8IH ∙ R
�JK ∙ S+ + �

� Q,  T� = ∑ RU ∙ V/�WX�*+∈Y�
V
W��; �Z[X�

�\]^,�`a´ ,     (6) 

 

where A is the set of all frames  f  in either the last IG GOPs 

or the new GOP, i. e., in the analysis window [15].  C is the 

set of all  f  already encoded in both passes, and constant d 

is set to 1 for all  f  in the last encoded GOP, else to 0.5 [14]. 

FC counts the already final-pass encoded frames in C, while 

meanl  denotes averaging of data in frames having level l, 

with lmax =  6 here as G =  32, and l > 0 for non-Intra frames. 

• With sequence-wise, file based RC, the entire video is RD 

encoded in the first pass, after which the second-pass bit 

counts .��� are determined.  Since the overall bit consump-

tion resulting from the first-pass encoding is known prior 

to starting the second pass, the .��� can be calculated easily: 
 

.��� = Cmax )1; .�� + �∑ .L� − .L�/�L∈M � ∙ O ∙ *+,P+, - + �
� Q    (7) 

with 

 .�� = C.� ∙ GH8IH ∙ E
�JK ∙ ∑ *++ + �

� Q,  c = total frame count.        (8) 

 

Thus, to obtain the second-pass bit counts r'', (8) averages 

the first-pass bit counts across all frames, while (6) applies 

the averaging only across frames in temporal window A. 

In both modes, d��  is the sum of all budget agnostic (uncorrec-

ted) target bit counts .�  in the GOP  f  is associated with, giving 

frame-to-GOP ratio .��  /d�� , whereas  fps is the frame rate in Hz. 

Note that C is a superset of all sets of level-wise B, i. e., B ⊆ C. 
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III.  CONSTRAINED VBR CODING WITH VVENC 

The corrective measures employed in VVenC’s RC modes 

during the second encoding pass ensure that, on average, the 

finished bitstream exhibits Rtrgt as closely as possible.  Specifi-

cally, the QP correction of (3, 4) serves to improve the fidelity 

of the R-QP model (1, 2) as the final-pass encoding progresses 

while (5, 7), governing said model via (2), ensure that any bit 

rate excessively, or only partially, consumed by already final-

pass encoded frames is accounted for during the rate allocation 

for following frames to be encoded.  In any frame f, bit budget 

  e� = ∑ .L� − .L�/�L∈M = ∑ .L�L∈M − ∑ .L�/�L∈M ,  f < h, (9) 

representing the difference between estimated and actual (i.e., 

resulting) frame bit consumption accumulated in the final RC 

pass, can be determined prior to encoding frame f.  Positive bf 

values indicate that additional bit budget is available for spen-

ding in f, whereas negative bf imply that bits must be saved in 

f.  In (5) and (7), bf is being adopted with additional frame-to-

GOP scaling so as to maintain, during the final pass, the first-

pass rate distribution among the different frames in each GOP 

and, thereby, a high coding efficiency especially in RA cases. 

This design, while yielding good overall rate matching and 

subjective (visual) as well as objective (RD efficiency) perfor-

mance [14–16], does not consider instantaneous rate behavior 

at any point in the generated bitstreams. This instantaneous Ri 

which, for simplicity, shall be defined hereafter as an average 

across the sliding analysis window A introduced in Sec. II.A, 
 

 i
 = �JK
R ∙ ∑ .��/��∈(k∩M) , (10) 

may, in particular, greatly exceed the average overall Rtrgt, i. e., 

Ri ≫ Rtrgt.
  In fact, on the publicly available high-quality UHD 

sequences TearsOfSteel [19] and SolLevante [20], the authors 

noticed rate differences of up to a factor of thousand between 

individual scenes (e. g., strong and irregular motion vs. movie 

credits) during fixed-QP encoding and, thereby, Ri > 10·Rtrgt in 

some scenes.  To reduce the risk of playback issues as noted in 

Sec. I, modifications to (5–8) are presented in the following, 

effectively allowing for rate capping such that Ri ≤ Rmax in any 

GOP of the resulting bitstream, with Rmax selected by the user. 

Before illuminating algorithmic details, it is worth noting 

that bitstreams resulting from rate capped encoding runs may 

be analyzed in various ways to assess their instantaneous rate 

behavior, especially regarding the length of the temporal inter-

val across which the rate behavior is being measured.  Due to 

the hierarchical GOP structuring in RA coding, where most of 

the rate is allocated to the low temporal levels l, short-interval 

measurements typically result in high instantaneous rate fluc-

tuation during third-party analysis.  Thus, Rmax may seem to be 

exceeded in a GOP, starting at fg, despite Ri ≤ Rmax having been 

enforced during encoding. Such measurement fluctuations are 

exacerbated by the fact that GOPs containing Intra-only coded 

(l = 0) key frames, named I-GOPs hereafter, usually consume 

a notably larger share of the available bits than GOPs without 

I-frames, i. e., non-I-GOPs using non-Intra (l = 1) key frames. 

Since, in I-GOPs, the frame-to-GOP ratio .�"�  /d�"�  for the I 

frame (at frame index f0) indicates the inter-frame bit distribu- 

tion within each Intra period quite well, and an instantaneous 

rate measurement interval of a few GOPs may be assumed, the 

maximum allowed GOP bit count may be defined as follows: 

         dV�p = G\]^�JK ∙ q∙R
Rrst∙q ∙ u1 + va1  (11) 

with m0 = .�"�  /d�"� .  For high I-frame-to-GOP ratios m0 ≈ 1 with 

e. g. very little and regular motion, (11) restricts the maximum 

bit count for I-GOPs to twice the bit count for non-I-GOPs in 

each Intra period.  In scenes with strong, irregular motion, on 

the other hand,	m0 ≈ 1/G, which results in I-GOPs and non-I-

GOPs having almost the same maximum bit count.  For both 

of these extreme cases, (11) was found to maintain sufficient 

visual quality and Rmax adherence during user measurements. 

 

A. Constrained VBR for GOP-Wise, Look-Ahead RC 

To realize flexible VBR coding with VVenC’s look-ahead 

based RC, with or without GOP-wise rate capping using gmax 

of (11), four aspects specific to VVenC need to be addressed. 

First, the term FC ·Rtrgt / fps in (5), serving as an estimate of 

the consumed second-pass bits, was found to be inappropriate 

with RA encoding since it assumes identical bit consumption 

in each frame.  As mentioned earlier, the bit distribution varies 

between I and non-I GOPs and between different l within each 

GOP.  Considering that budget-uncorrected target bit counts r'f 

are readily available in each frame and that all r' were derived, 

in (6), from Rtrgt as well as an estimate af /I of the instantaneous 

first-pass rate in the vicinity of f  (window A), it is proposed to 

apply (7), used in sequence-wise RC, also with GOP-wise RC. 

Second, it is worth noting that (6) results in Ri approaching 

Rtrgt in every Intra period of the generated bitstreams. To allow 

for more variability, especially for temporarily increased Ri in 

hard-to-compress scenes to boost encoding efficiency, a solu-

tion was devised which (a) saves the frame-average minimum 

motion estimation error, MMEEf, resulting from temporal pre-

filtering analysis, of all filtered  f  [16, 21], (b) finds the maxi-

mum MMEEf value in each GOP at fg, assuming value 0 for all 

unfiltered  f, (c) stores the maxima of the last eight GOPs in a 

circularly updated buffer, (d) obtains the average µ of all non-

zero maxima in the buffer before final-pass encoding each  fg. 

Third, when the maximal MMEE of (b) exceeds µ by at least 
 

 wx = �<y[z ∙ GH8IHV
W�� ∙ GH8IH; G\]^�,  where BD = coding bit-depth, (12) 

at the start of a GOP (i. e., at fg), bf  of (9) is relaxed by setting 
 e� = max�0; e��  ⇔ ∑ .L�L∈M = max�∑ .L�/�L∈M ;  ∑ .L�L∈M �, (13) 

thus clearing negative bit budget states.  In addition, r'f  of (6) 

is scaled by the ratio of maximum MMEE and µ + Tµ, which is 

larger than 1, to allocate proportionally more bits to the selec-

ted hard-to-compress GOPs without causing new negative bf. 

Note that motion error and rate statistics are readily available, 

so the above rate boosting adds no computational complexity. 

Fourth, rate capping, via (5, 7, 11), to d��� ≤ dV�p  is applied 

in each  f  of each GOP, to enforce Ri ≤ Rmax in the second pass: 
 

 .̅��� = min )dV�p ∙ *+P+, ;  .���-,  i. e.,  d��� ≈ .��� ∙ P+*+,  . (14) 

Then, r''f  is used instead of r''f  in (2).  Here, g''f  denotes the yet 

unknown actual GOP bit count, hence the indirect but accurate 

approximation using the first-pass frame-to-GOP ratio .��  /d�� . 

for I-GOPs 

otherwise, 
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Figure 2.  Effect of rate capping, using different Rmax, when encoding 

the first 21 GOPs of SolLevante [20] with VVenC’s sequence-wise RC. 
 

B. Rate Capping for Sequence-Wise, File Based RC 

The rate boosting of Sec. III.A can only increase r'f  tempo-

rarily, until µ “catches up” with increased motion activity (i. e., 

MMEE maxima).  The sequence-wise RC first-pass encodes a 

full video at once, so a simpler approach can be used here that 

• identifies all I-GOPs, determines m0 and gmax for each, and 

applies (14) but on the r'f  instead of (not yet calculated) r''f, 

• when GOP x was rate capped in the previous step, flags x 

and finds the difference between its initial and capped rate, 

• sums up these rate differences across all flagged GOPs and 

redistributes the sum evenly among all non-flagged GOPs 

by adding the rate share to r'f  and applying (14) on it again, 

before calculating (7, 14), and using r''f  in (2), in the final pass. 

Figure 2 shows, on the SolLevante intro, how this form of rate 

capping flattens peaks in the Ri curve when Rmax is decreased. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION ON KNOWN TEST SET 

To more thoroughly quantify their effects on better-known 

sets of videos, the extensions of Sec. III were evaluated in RA 

configuration, via Bjøntegaard delta-rate (BD-rate) measure-

ments [23].  The required changes to VVenC’s code base were 

implemented on top of GitHub commit ec61375 (June 2023), 

serving as BD-rate reference [7].  Additionally, d in (5, 7) was 

scaled by 1 + m0 in I-GOPs to maximize efficiency.  As in prior 

RC related publications [14–16], speed preset fast, GOP size 

32, multithreading, MCTPF [24], and XPSNR based QPA for 

perceptual optimization [25] were employed. All experiments 

were conducted according to JVET’s common test conditions 

(CTC) for SDR video [26], with the class-A UHD sequences 

extended to 10 s duration and Fraunhofer HHI’s public Berlin 

sequences [27] added for more content diversity. The four Rtrgt 

values for each video were obtained via fixed-QP coding with 

QPbase = 22, 27, 32, 37 and calculation of the resulting bitrates.  

The RC rate matching accuracy, BitErr, is measured as in [28]. 

XPSNR based BD-rate results for different Rmax as well as 

for the “baseline” RC condition without rate capping, all 6:1:1 

averaged across the Y, Cb, Cr components [23] and video class, 

are listed in Tables I and II for the GOP-wise and sequence-

wise RC modes, respectively. They indicate, in particular, that 

• the efficiency of the GOP-wise RC benefits from the four 

modifications of Sec. III.A when Rmax ≥ 2 · Rtrgt, especially 

on sequences with scene cuts like MarketPlace (HD, ±½–

¾ dB XPSNR), where subjective quality improves as well, 

• the BitErr numbers increase with GOP-wise RC coding as 

Rmax increases, which may be expected since more bits can 

be spent in GOPs with suddenly increased motion activity, 

TABLE I.  XPSNR [22] BD-rate and BitErr results for GOP-wise RC. 
 

Resolution no cap, Rmax = ∞ cap Rmax = 2·Rtrgt cap Rmax = 
3

2·Rtrgt

 Class BD-rate BitErr BD-rate BitErr BD-rate BitErr 

 UHD A½ –2.65% 0.91% –2.65% 0.91% –2.68% 0.91% 

 UHD HHI –2.32% 2.80% –2.34% 2.81% –2.23% 2.56% 

 HD B –2.18% 4.81% –2.73% 3.59% –2.58% 3.39% 

 HD HHI –0.75% 3.14% –0.79% 3.52% –0.94% 4.90% 

 SD  C –1.61% 1.98% –1.62% 1.97% –1.66% 2.11% 

 Overall –1.87% 2.74% –1.97% 2.64% –1.97% 2.92% 

 
TABLE II.  XPSNR BD-rate and BitErr results for sequence-wise RC. 
 

Resolution no cap, Rmax = ∞ cap Rmax = 2·Rtrgt cap Rmax = 
3

2·Rtrgt

 Class BD-rate BitErr	 BD-rate BitErr	 BD-rate BitErr	

 UHD A½ –0.33% 0.43% –0.34% 0.53% 2.39% 2.54% 

 UHD HHI –0.54% 0.44% 0.32% 0.60% 5.53% 1.58% 

 HD B –0.39% 0.89% 0.16% 1.44% 4.13% 2.53% 

 HD HHI –0.67% 1.70% 1.06% 2.18% 4.35% 4.27% 

 SD  C –0.12% 0.94% –0.06% 1.05% 2.06% 4.09% 

 Overall –0.46% 0.90% 0.31% 1.19% 3.95% 2.94% 

 
• the results for the sequence-wise RC with Rmax = 2 · Rtrgt and 

the noncapped baseline RC are almost identical, with HHI 

sequence Quadriga (±4 % BD-rate) as the main exception, 

• the RC accuracy increases in sequence-wise RC coding as 

Rmax increases, which may also be expected since fewer bit 

budget related corrections must be applied during the final 

encoding pass (the likelihood of rate clippings decreases). 

A deeper analysis of the performance difference on UHD and 

HD sequence Quadriga reveals that this very easy-to-encode 

scene (low noise and motion activity and, thus, output rates at 

the CTC QPbase values with fixed-QP encoding) requires allo-

cating most of the bit budget in the I-frames.  Since, however, 

Sec. III proposed to limit the maximum bit budget for I-GOPs 

to twice the budget for non-I-GOPs in a given Intra period, the 

value range of the hierarchical frame-QP cascade on such in-

put is, effectively, reduced (or compressed) by the RC, thereby 

causing a slight loss in coding efficiency.  Overall, though, the 

usage of Rmax = 2 · Rtrgt seems to represent an efficient tradeoff 

between target and maximum rate for Web based applications. 

Also, with the exception of case Rmax = ∞ in GOP-wise RC or 

case Rmax ≤ 1.5 · Rtrgt in both two-pass RCs, where precise rate 

matching in RA becomes difficult, RC accuracy remains high. 

 

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

This paper outlined a constrained variable bitrate (CVBR) 

mode for VVenC, realized via low-complexity estimation and 

limitation of the instantaneous bitrate (called rate capping) via 

option Rmax during two-pass rate control (RC) encoding.  With 

GOP-wise, look-ahead based RC and high Rmax, the proposal 

improves VVenC’s efficiency, in terms of BD-rate and visual 

quality, especially on videos with scene changes (at the cost of 

a slightly reduced rate accuracy).  Users of the sequence-wise, 

file based RC, on the other hand, benefit, via Rmax, from more 

control over the tradeoff between bitrate variance and coding 

efficiency across a video sequence (without having to worry 

about resulting bitstreams reaching Rtrgt at least for reasonably 

high Rmax).
  Future studies will focus on enforcing Rmax during 

fixed-QP encoding for CRF-like functionality as in, e. g., [13]. 
 

 Ri·G 
  fps  → 

 actual per- 
 frame rres

f 

↑

 ° 

° bps Rmax  Ractual°  Max. Ri°  DYCbCr

         ∞g  2.01 M 5.12 M     840

      3·Rtrgt  2.02 M 4.73 M     858

      2·Rtrgt  2.08 M 4.16 M     935

       ¯ ·Rtrgt  2.20 M 5.24 M   11033
2

* 
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